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Abstract Falling to the ground from the bottom of clouds,

rain experiences evaporation process, which has a very

important role for accurate analysis of isotope water cycle

information and the improvement of isotope hydrology

system. As an integral part of the water cycle research, this

evaporation process gradually arise people’s attention.

Based on the precipitation isotope data obtained from

GNIP site or some observation and literature, the existence

and influence factors of secondary evaporation effects are

studied in different regions of China. The study areas are

divided into four regions (northwest arid region, southeast

monsoon region, southwest monsoon region, and the

Tibetan Plateau region), and the results show that the four

regions exist the secondary evaporation effect. The sea-

sonal change is obvious in the northwest arid areas and the

north of the southeast monsoon region, and it is strong in

summer and weak in winter. In the northwest arid areas and

the monsoon region in dry season, it has a strong secondary

evaporation effect when rainfall is less, and there is no

significant correlation between monsoon rainfall and the

secondary evaporation effect during the rainy season. The

relationship between temperature and secondary evapora-

tion is not obvious in the north of the southeast monsoon

region during rainy season, while the sub-cloud secondary

evaporation is more intense in high temperatures in other

areas. In addition to the northwest arid region and north of

the southeast monsoon region in the dry season, the rela-

tionship between the secondary evaporation effect and the

relative humidity is significant. In high relative humidity,

the secondary evaporation effect gradually weakens with

the increase in the relative humidity.

Keywords Stable isotope � Secondary evaporation effect �
Precipitation � Relative humidity

Introduction

As unique tracers and indicators of environmental con-

ditions (Araguás et al. 1998; Dansgaard 1953, 1964),

stable isotope technique has been widely applied in

hydrology, climatology, ecology, and other areas of

research, providing important information on the study of

the mechanism of atmospheric circulation patterns and

water cycle (Friedman et al. 1964; Merlivat and Jouzel

1979; Yurtsever and Gat 1981; Rozanski et al. 1993;

Zhang and Yao 1994; Hoffman et al. 2000; Bowen and

Wilkinson 2002) and giving solutions to discover the

origin and formation of different water bodies, to study

the circulation movement and approaches, and to estimate

circulation rate and other scientific issues (Sengupta and

Sarkar 2006; Yamanaka et al. 2007). Nevertheless, we

also find that with the advance of research, the classical

theory in the field of isotope hydrology: Rayleigh frac-

tionation model still exists some minor deficiencies in

practice, for example, the model can only demonstrate

how to simulate air mass in the process of running by

fractionation coefficient or decrease in the water vapor

content in the air under the influence of the factors, such
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as isotopic values change, without considering the exter-

nal water supplies and the secondary evaporation during

raindrops fall to the ground from the bottom of the cloud

(Araguás et al. 2000; Gat 2000; Ma et al. 2013; Kreutz

et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2004; Tian et al. 2007). Evapo-

ration of water is the comprehensive result of equilibrium

fractionation and dynamic fractionation (Tian et al. 2000).

As an important part in natural water cycle, it constitutes

the hydrological cycle of water on the earth with con-

densation, landing, and runoff. It is the most direct factor

affected by the climate change in the process of water

cycle (Wang et al. 2010), which has a very positive

meaning to the study of global and local water cycle.

Therefore, the secondary evaporation effect under clouds

should be considered in studies using isotopic approaches

(Gat and Matsui 1991; Gat et al. 1994; Peng et al. 2007,

2010; Froehlich et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2008a; Meng and

Liu 2010; Kong et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2015).

The sub-cloud secondary evaporation refers to the pro-

cess of evaporation when precipitation falls from the bot-

tom of the clouds to the ground. Under unsaturated vapor

pressure conditions, when raindrops fall, some rain evap-

orates accompanied by isotope fractionation (Dansgaard

et al. 1964), and this has some impacts on isotopic com-

position of precipitation as well as atmospheric water

vapor. Due to the different evaporation rates, in the process

of evaporation, light isotope preferentially evaporates,

while heavy isotope enriches (Miyake et al. 1968; Stewart

1975; Yapp 1982; Jouzel and Merlivat 1984). In addition,

affected by the sub-cloud secondary evaporation, the pre-

cipitation will show d-excess dilution [d-excess = d2-

H - 8d18O (Dansgaard 1964)] (Liu et al. 2008b; Kress

et al. 2010; Steen-Larsen et al. 2011). Furthermore, under

the influence of the isotope fractionation effect, the slope

and intercept of the meteoric water line (MWL) equation

become smaller (Dansgaard et al. 1964; Stewart 1975).

Therefore, the change of the dD, d18O, slope, and the

d-excess value in precipitation can be used as a powerful

tool to predict the existence of the secondary evaporation

effectively as well as to study the influence factors of

secondary evaporation effect and influence degree (Peng

et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2008a; Meng and Liu 2010; Ma et al.

2012; Zhang et al. 2012).

Stewart (Stewart 1975) calculated the ratio of different

regions about secondary evaporation under laboratory

conditions relying on the droplet evaporation model.

Zhang et al. (1998) showed that the d value enriches as the

rain drops of distance increase in unsaturated atmospheric,

and the d value increases more obvious in drying air

condition, which may be affected by secondary evapora-

tion. Kendall (Kendall and Coplen 2001) made a conclu-

sion of which the slopes of river less than 6.0 may be

caused by precipitation’s evaporation in semi-arid regions

of the western USA. Pang et al. (2011) discovered that

d-excess had a high correlation with temperature in Tian-

shan, which was a new evidence to explain interaction

between secondary evaporation and moisture recirculation

in arid regions. In 2008, Froehlich (Froehlich et al. 2008)

studied the influence of second evaporation to d-excess of

precipitation in the Alps based on Stewart’s experimental

conclusion, and he found that when raindrops evaporation

capacity within 7 %, evaporation increased by 1 % with

d-excess reduced about 1 %. This conclusion makes it

possible to universal quantitative research, and to study

relationship between secondary evaporation and d-excess.

The model also has application cases in other area (Kong

et al. 2013) and limited to calculate complexity; more

studies directly use the research of Froehlich to inversion

(Peng et al. 2010; Ma et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2015).

However, the application of this method in drought envi-

ronment (raindrops evaporation capacity may be greater

than 7 %) is still limited, and under the condition of high

evaporation and low humidity, whether the conclusion can

keep linear relationship needs further validation (Wang

2015). In addition, whether there is sub-cloud secondary

evaporation in different climate type regions still remains

to be proved. If there is the secondary evaporation effect in

some area, their local characteristic and difference of

intensity level, the internal mechanism between secondary

evaporation and stable isotopes, especially the meteoro-

logical forcing for the different study region, all need

further investigation. Based on precipitation samples and

related meteorological parameters collected from the four

study regions, the relationship between below-cloud sec-

ondary evaporation and stable isotope in precipitation is

analyzed in this study.

Materials and methods

Stable isotope data of precipitation come from two dif-

ferent ways. One data get from Global Network of Iso-

topes in Precipitation (GNIP) established by the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1961. In

this network, the isotope compositions of precipitation

from current 379 active worldwide stations are reported

based on amount-weighted monthly average d2H and d18O

values (e.g., Rozanski et al. 1993; Gourcy et al. 2005).

Data from GNIP sites are selected more than a period of

5 years, so it has good stability and continuity. The other

comes from the observation or the literature (Fig. 1) (Liu

et al. 2008a; Yu et al. 2006, 2009; Zhang and Yao 1996;

Tian et al. 2001; Li et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2015). The

following problems should be paid attention to in the

process of sampling. To reduce the influence of water
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evaporation to sample, the water samples were collected

as soon as each precipitation process was over. If pre-

cipitation was liquid, the sample was filled into plastic

bottles, and then the capped bottles were sealed using

tapes. For solid precipitation (snow), the sample was

packed into an airtight plastic bag, and then put into a

bottle after it melted completely. The surface air temper-

ature, precipitation amount, atmospheric water vapor

pressure, and relative humidity were recorded at the initial

and end time of each precipitation event. All samples were

kept frozen. Samples were removed in batches to thaw

and were melted naturally at room temperature before

they were analyzed for stable isotopes. The detailed

information of observation data can be seen in Table 1.

The division of the southeast monsoon region in north and

south areas is on the basis of Qinling Mountains—Huai

River line. The measurement results relatively contrasting

to the 1000 difference (i.e., international unified by mea-

sured isotope ratios and standard samples of the same

isotope of an element relative to 1000 difference as a

measure) of standard mean ocean water’s (standard mean

ocean water, SMOW) are expressed as the following

form:

d18O ð&Þ ¼ ðRS=Rsmow � 1Þ � 1000 ð1Þ

where Rs represents the ratio of precipitation in 18O/16O

and Rsmow is the ratio of 18O/16O in SMOW.

Hydrogen and oxygen stable isotopes in precipitation

weighted average are as follows:

dðwÞ ¼
X

Pidi=
X

Pi ð2Þ

where d(W) represents precipitation weighted average

value, Pi is the precipitation in the ith month, and di is the

stable isotope ratio in the ith month.

In addition to the isotopic data, this study selects

meteorological data of 32 sites in the study area provided

by China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System

(CMDSSS) complementing the lack of measured values for

each site in different years of the average monthly pre-

cipitation, monthly temperature, vapor pressure, and the

relative humidity.

Results and analysis

Impact factors and existence of sub-cloud secondary

evaporation

Craig found that there is a linear relationship between dD

and d18O in precipitation during the research in 1961, this

relationship is called global meteoric water line (GMWL)

(Craig 1961). The slope of GMWL reflects comparison of

the fractionation rates of two kinds of stable isotope: D and
18O, and the constant term indicates the degree of deviation

Fig. 1 Locations of study area and sampling stations
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from the equilibrium state of deuterium (Zhang et al.

2011). Furthermore, influenced by the water vapor con-

densation temperature, water vapor sources and its

transmissions as well as seasonality of meteorological

factors during precipitation, the slope and intercept of the

local meteoric water line (LMWL) are usually different

Table 1 Observation data information (a) locations of data, (b) sample information of data

Regions Sites Geographic information

(a)

Tibetan Plateau

region

Nagqu Nagqu (31.48�N, 92.07�E, 4507 m)

Northwest arid

region

Zhangye Zhangye (39.04�N, 100.13�E)

Lanzhou and

surrounding area*

Lanzhou (36.10�N, 103.73�E, 1548.0 m)

Yongdeng (36.75�N, 103.25�E, 2118.8 m); Gaolan (36.35�N, 103.93�E, 1668.5 m);

Yuzhong (35.87�N, 104.15�E, 1874.4 m)

Tianshan area The northern slope of Tianshan Mountains: Yining (43.95�N, 81.33�E); Jinghe (44.62�N, 82.9�E);

kuytun (44.4�N, 84.87�E); Shihezi (44.32�N, 86.05�E);

Caijiahu (44.2�N, 87.53�E); Urumqi (43.78�N, 87.65�E); Qitai (44.02�N, 89.57�E)

Tianshan Mountains: Wuqia (39.72�N, 75.25�E); Aheqion (40.93�N, 78.45�E); Bayanbulak

(43.03�N, 84.15�E); Baluntai (42.73�N, 86.3�E); Barkol (43.6�N, 93.05�E);

Yiwu (43.27�N, 94.7�E)

The southern slope of Tianshan Mountain: Aksu (41.02�N, 80.23�E); Baicheng (41.78�N, 81.9�E);

Kuqa (41.72�N, 82.97�E); Luntai (41.78�N, 84.25�E); Korla (41.75�N, 86.13�E);

Kumishi (42.23�N, 88.22�E); Dabancheng (43.35�N, 88.32�E); Turpan (42.93�N, 89.2�E);

Thirteen rooms (43.22�N, 91.73�E); Hami (42.82�N,93.52�E)

Southwest

monsoon region

Tengchong Tengchong (25.01�N,98.30�E,1648.7 m)

Sites Sampling institutions Analysis of institutions

(b)

Zhangye Key Laboratory of Eco Hydrology Inland River

Basin, Chinese Academy of Science

Key Laboratory of Eco Hydrology Inland River Basin, Chinese Academy of

Science

Lanzhou The Northwest Normal University The Geography and Environmental Science College, Northwest Normal

University

Tianshan

area

The national meteorological stations The Physical Geography Laboratories, Northwest Normal

University

Tengchong The national meteorological stations –

Nagqu Nagqu Meteorological Station The Laboratory of Ice Core and Cold Regions Environment, Cold and Arid

Regions Environmental and Engineering Research Institute; Ecological

Research Center of Kyoto University

Sites Sampling period Sample number Analyses of

the instrument

Measurement

precision of

d18O

Measurement

precision of

dD

Data

source

Zhangye 2013.10–2014.09 72 samples of rainfall LGR, DLT-

100

±0.3 % ±1 % –

Lanzhou 2011.04–2013.02 420 of samples (with 49 samples

of snow-only and 371 of Rain-only)

LGR, DLT-

100

±0.2 % ±0.6 % Chen et al.

(2015)

Tianshan

area

2012.08–2013.09 1052 of samples (with 208 samples of snow-

only, 813 of Rain-only and 208 of sleet)

LGR, DLT-

100

±0.2 % ±0.6 % Wang

(2015)

Tengchong 2009.01–2011.12 339 of samples LGR, DLT-

100

±0.2 % ±1 % Li et al.

(2013)

Nagqu During 2000 198 of samples (rain, sleet, and snow) MAT-252

mass

spectrometer

±0.2 % ±0.5 % Liu et al.

(2008a, b)

* Lanzhou lies in the eage of the northwest arid region which having a similar characteristics with northwest arid region, so it shoule be placed in

the northwest arid region area
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from GMWL (Meng and Liu 2010). The number of sam-

ples was calculated in the northwest arid region, southeast

monsoon region, the southwest monsoon, and the Qinghai–

Tibet Plateau in this study (Figs. 2 and 3). There are cal-

culated data, which are greater than the average data in

d18O and less than the average in d-excess is chosen to

account for the proportion of the total monthly sample. At

the same time, it, respectively, calculates the local meteoric

water line equation under the monthly weighted average

values and under the original data values of dD and d18O,

so as to explore and certify the existence of the sub-cloud

secondary evaporation in different areas.

With the similar changes in the northwest arid region

and the north of the southeast monsoon region, the samples

whose d18O is greater than average and d-excess is less

than average number accounting for the proportion of the

total monthly sample show the high trend in summer and

low trend in winter. In the northwest arid region, from

January to July, it rises, while during August to December,

it reduces gradually. The peak appears in summer and the

lowest in winter (Fig. 2). The slope, intercept, and d-excess

have a large variation and change the synchronization from

May to August, showing the characteristics affected by the

sub-cloud secondary evaporation. In June, the slope,

intercept, and d-excess are the lowest, and the second

evaporation is the most intense (Fig. 3). In addition, a weak

synchronous rising trend from September to November can

be discovered (Fig. 4a). This phenomenon is consistent

with the study of Cheng in Lanzhou, which concluded that

the estimated secondary evaporation rate was generally

lower in winter and higher in summer (Chen et al. 2015). In

the north of the southeast monsoon region, the samples rise

from January to May and tend to be stable from May to

November, and then they show a trend of decreasing after

November. From February to June, the secondary evapo-

ration effect is obvious, and the slope, intercept, and

d-excess simultaneously reduce from February to May,

making that sub-cloud secondary evaporation gradually

become strong. From October to December, they rise

synchronously. During this period, the secondary evapo-

ration effect is weakened (Fig. 4b). In the south of the

southeast monsoon region and southwest monsoon region,

the samples have the same change (Fig. 2). They all indi-

cate the regularity of high in winter and low in summer,

which is in accordance with the seasonal change of dD and

d18O in precipitation. The second evaporation effect of two

areas has not obvious seasonal variation. During January to

March, the secondary evaporation effect is slightly

strengthened, What is more in the south of the southeast

monsoon region, the slope, intercept, and d-excess are

synchronous to change significantly from May to July and

September to December, which showing that there are

influences of the sub-cloud secondary evaporation. In

addition to the rest of the month, there are no obvious

changing rules. In Qinghai–Tibet Plateau the monsoon

region, they transit gradually to the non-monsoon region

from the south to the north. It is the arid local climate

characteristics, making that the sub-cloud secondary

evaporation of the raindrops become more intense in the

process of landing from the south to the north (Yu et al.

2006, 2009; Zhang and Yao 1996; Tian et al. 2001). It

follows that both in the northwest arid region and the north

of the southeast monsoon region, seasonal variation of

secondary evaporation is obvious, showing a strong vari-

ation in summer and weak variation in winter. In the

northwest arid region, secondary evaporation gradually

intensifies in late spring to early summer (May to June) and

becomes strongest in June. In autumn (September to

Fig. 2 Monthly value of the sample, which d18O is greater than

average and d-excess is less than average, accounts for the proportion

of the monthly total number of samples

Fig. 3 Monthly variation of the slope in different regions
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November), the sub-cloud secondary evaporation gradually

weakens. In the north of the southeast monsoon region, the

secondary evaporation effect exists, and it gradually

intensifies in late winter to spring (February to May) and

weakens in autumn to early winter (October to December).

On the contrary, in the south of the southeast monsoon

region and southwest monsoon region, the seasonal change

of second evaporation is not obvious, it is slightly heighten

in late winter to early spring (January to February), and it

has no obvious variation during the other months. In

addition, the dominant factors that affect sub-cloud sec-

ondary evaporation in different areas may be different. In

middle and high latitudes, especially in the high latitude

inland area, temperature difference is large due to long-

term influences of continental air mass in summer and

winter, so we can conclude that it may be affected more by

temperature in the northwest arid region, the north of the

southeast monsoon region, and the northern Qinghai–Tibet

Plateau. On the contrary, the monsoon climate significantly

affected the middle and low latitude coastal areas and the

southern region of the Qinghai Tibet Plateau: air mass from

the ocean have high humidity, weak evaporation and

abundant rainfall in summer while air carried by westerly

circulation has the characteristics of continental air mass of

low humidity, strong evaporation, and low rainfall in

winter (Zhang and Yao 1998); therefore, we conclude that

it is affected by relative humidity, precipitation, and

seasonal alternation of different origin of air mass in the

south of the southeast monsoon region, southwest monsoon

region, and southern Qinghai–Tibet plateau.

Researching from the meteoric water line equation

(Table 2), we can see that the slope and intercept from the

original data are higher than those from the monthly pre-

cipitation weighted average value in the northwest arid

region and the north of the southeast monsoon region,

while the results are just acts opposite in the south of the

southeast monsoon region and southwest monsoon region.

This conclusion further verifies the differences between

two types of regions. In addition to the Qinghai–Tibet

Plateau lacks of data, the rest of the slope and intercept has

the biggest value of snowfall in the sample. All samples of

original data are greater than rainfall samples of original

data, and the least is monthly weighted average from the

slope and intercept in the northwest arid region and the

north of the southeast monsoon region. The cause of this

phenomenon may be related to a larger proportion of the

regional snow events, which reduced the isotope fraction-

ation in the process of precipitation caused by secondary

evaporation. As the snow fell from the cloud to the ground,

part sublimated directly from solid to gas. This process had

little impact on the isotopic composition in snow, and the

collected samples retained the isotopic characteristics

within the clouds, namely, the sample of the snowfall has a

higher slope, intercept, and d-excess. In the south of the

Fig. 4 Monthly variation of the

slope, intercept, and d-excess in

different regions [northwest arid

region (a), the north of the

southeast monsoon region (b),

the south of the southeast

monsoon region (c), the

southwest monsoon region (d)]
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southeast monsoon region and southwest monsoon region,

the slope and intercept of monthly weighted average value

are greater than all samples of original data, and the least is

rainfall samples, indicating that the proportion of rainfall

events in the whole process of precipitation is extremely

high, and during the landing of drops (especially small

rainfall events), the slope and intercept decrease as a result

of sub-cloud secondary evaporation.

Impact factors on secondary evaporation

The influence of precipitation

To analyze the influence of precipitation on secondary

evaporation of regional atmospheric precipitation isotope,

the samples are divided into two types, including the snow

samples and the rain samples. The rain samples are divided

into groups depending on the amount of rainfall for the

separate relation analysis, respectively, of dD–d18O at each

level of rainfall.

As shown in Fig. 5, in the northwest arid region, the

slope, intercept, and d-excess have low values, and their

synchronous changes can be obviously found when rain-

fall is less than 30 mm. In addition, the amount of rainfall

over 30 mm can cause the phenomenon in which the

d-excess becomes high and the changes in slope, inter-

cept, and d-excess are relative disordered, showing that

when the rainfall is less than 30 mm, the evaporation of

raindrops is higher when they are dropping. There is no

incremental change in the growth of slope, intercept, and

d-excess on entire piecewise interval of rainfall. In addi-

tion, the segmentation of rainfall samples of 0–5 mm

shows the strong secondary evaporation, indicating that in

light rainfall, the kinetic fractionation strongly changes

the isotopic composition of rainfall, which reduces the

slope and intercept of regional precipitation. We also get

the same conclusion according to the observation data in

the northwest arid region (Table 3). With the rainfall

decreased, d-excess value, the slope, and intercept of dD–

d18O also decreased; meanwhile, the slope of the solid

sample is larger than that of the liquid precipitation. The

slope and intercept of the meteoric water line are the

comprehensive effect of the condensing temperature,

water vapor source and transmission path, and precipita-

tion weather system factors (Merlivat and Jouzel 1979).

The raindrops in the falling process experienced sec-

ondary evaporation, which produced the isotope frac-

tionation effect. The slope and intercept of relatively large

rainfall are closer to snow, suggesting that the snowfall

isotopes are mainly for equilibrium fractionation process,

and snow from the bottom of the cloud to the ground not

change the ratio of isotopes. In light rainfall, the kinetic

fractionation strongly changed the isotopic composition

of rainfall, which reduced the slope and intercept of

regional precipitation. In heavy rainfall and solid precip-

itation, the isotope fractionation effect was weaker, so that

Table 2 Parameters of the

local meteoric water line in

different regions

Regions Snow

sample

Original

data values

Rain

sample

Monthly weighted

average values

Northwest arid region

Slope 7.310 7.208 7.025 7.018

Intercept 3.125 1.703 0.843 0.288

R2 0.850 0.945 0.919 0.999

Snow sample[ original data values[ rain sample[monthly weighted average values

The north of the southeast monsoon region

Slope 8.217 7.134 6.658 6.136

Intercept 14.310 1.205 -2.168 -5.834

R2 0.975 0.925 0.889 0.969

Snow sample[ original data values[ rain sample[monthly weighted average values

The south of the southeast monsoon region

Slope 8.817 7.842 7.841 8.330

Intercept 17.807 8.925 8.886 15.210

R2 0.938 0.933 0.934 0.994

Snow sample[monthly weighted average values[ original data values[ rain sample

Southwest monsoon region

Slope 8.555 7.707 7.401 8.293

Intercept 23.784 9.133 6.765 14.310

R2 0.972 0.929 0.912 0.997

Snow sample[monthly weighted average values[ original data values[ rain sample
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the slope and intercept were larger (Chen et al. 2015;

Wang 2015).

Observed from different slopes, intercepts, and d-excess

values in different seasons of the southeast monsoon

region, the slope, intercept, and d-excess of the local

meteoric water line equation from the south to the north are

reduced overall, and the northern regions have the same

variation during the period from dry season to rainy season,

indicating that the secondary evaporation in northern

regions is more intense than that in the southern regions. At

the same time, the secondary evaporation in northern

regions during rainy seasons is more intense than that

during dry seasons. This is because the influence of tem-

perature on sub-cloud secondary evaporation is greater

than relative humidity and rainfall in these regions

(Table 4).

When the amount of rainfall is less than 95 mm or more

than 130 mm, there are obvious synchronous changes with

the increase in rainfall that changes with tooth shape dis-

tribution on the slope, intercept, and d-excess in the north

Table 3 Observed data parameter values which isotopic characteristics affected by precipitation in some regions

Regions Samples Number of samples d-excess/% dD–d18O

Slope Intercept/% R2

Northwest arid region

LanZhou Total Samples 420 9.35 7.39 5.292 0.940

Snow 49 11.11 8.02 11.286 0.962

All 371 9.10 7.27 4.704 0.929

P[ 15 mm 17 13.54 7.8 11.446 0.977

Rain

5\P B 15 mm 66 12.27 7.8 10.776 0.948

2\P B 5 mm 85 9.69 7.49 6.498 0.920

1\P B 2 mm 72 9.14 7.32 5.319 0.933

0\P B 1 mm 131 6.50 7.1 2.239 0.915

Tianshan Snow 208 9.0 7.94 6.31 0.97

Sleet 31 12.1 7.70 6.93 0.98

Rain

P[ 10 mm 77 15.2 7.57 11.94 0.93

2–10 mm 292 10.6 7.35 5.61 0.95

1–2 mm 155 2.5 6.80 -2.05 0.91

0.5–1 mm 127 -0.9 6.13 -5.54 0.91

0.1–0.5 mm 162 -5.8 5.81 -10.23 0.89

ZhangYe Rain

P[ 15 mm 4 15.09 7.741 20.499 0.717

5\P B 15 mm 23 10.51 4.259 -12.737 0.425

2\P B 5 mm 17 7.42 7.176 -1.412 0.510

1\P B 2 mm 14 4.86 6.167 -3.865 0.628

0\P B 1 mm 14 4.25 4.185 -12.081 0.741

Southwest monsoon region

TengChong Rain

50 B P\ 100 mm 6 – 8.48 16.28 0.99

25 B P\ 50 mm 32 – 8.37 15.98 0.99

10 B P\ 25 mm 105 – 8.23 12.83 0.99

P\ 10 mm 196 – 7.97 9.35 0.98

Nagqu Rain

10–20 mm 3 17.3 7.4 6.6 0.99

5–10 mm 17 12.9 7.7 6.6 0.99

2–5 mm 36 14.3 8.0 14.1 0.99

1–2 mm 31 13.2 7.9 11.4 0.98

0–1 mm 60 5.8 7.3 -6.4 0.94
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of the southeast monsoon region during the rainy seasons.

There is secondary evaporation in this range; nevertheless,

the slope, intercept, and d-excess do not show incremental

changing trend with the increase in rainfall. This phe-

nomenon also performs that rainfall is far from reaching

saturation vapor pressure during the rainy seasons in the

north of the southeast monsoon region. When the amount

of rainfall is 95–130 mm, the slope, intercept, and d-excess

are in high and variable disordering state; secondary

evaporation is not obvious, which is suspected to be the

result of many factors (such as local water vapor circula-

tion, and so on). The dry seasons of the north of the

southeast monsoon region are affected by continental air

mass, and the main moisture sources lie in both the

transportation of westerly and inland evaporation water

vapor supplies, so its rainfall and air humidity relatively

less. When the amount of rainfall is 0–10 mm, the slope

and intercept are descent, and the secondary evaporation is

intense. In addition to the slope of 5–10 mm, the intercept

and d-excess show obvious synchronous change rule, and

the slope, intercept, and d-excess are not synchronized

changes. The reason is that local moisture evaporation

supplies are enough to cover the secondary evaporation

effect; at the same time, the high value during the entire

process of rainfall also shows the rainfall comes from the

surface water supplies where d-excess is higher.

When the amount of rainfall in the south of the southeast

monsoon region during the rainy seasons is less than

70 mm, changes in the slope, intercept, and d-excess are

relatively disordered. At this interval, d-excess shows

sudden high and low values (possibly due to great effect on

the maritime air masses intrusion at the early stage of the

monsoon) (Yu et al. 2006, 2009). When the amount of

rainfall is between 90 and 140 mm, these three factors

change synchronously, showing a variation of

tooth shape distribution. There is secondary evaporation at

this stage, and the slope, intercept, and d-value do not

present an increasing trend with the increase in rainfall.

When rainfall is greater than 140 mm, the slope, intercept,

and d-excess change fewer, with d-excess changing within

about 10 %, slope almost unchanged, and is relatively

close to slope of 8.0 of the GMWL, indicating that at this

time, the rainfall is mainly marine vapor, virtually unaf-

fected by sub-cloud secondary evaporation (Wang 2012),

and isotopic composition of rainfall is similar to initial

ocean water vapor. When rainfall is 0–20 and 50–100 mm

in the south of the southeast monsoon region during the dry

seasons, the slope, intercept, and d-excess change disor-

derly. When the rainfall reaches 20–50 mm or exceeds

100 mm, the slope, intercept, and d-excess all simultane-

ously change, and in 0–30 mm, the slope, intercept, and

d-excess have more undervalued data. Except for 0–5 mm

and individual points, d-excess at the range of other seg-

ments is greater than 10 %, indicating that except the sub-

cloud secondary evaporation, the local moisture water

supplies are also involved in the water cycle, secondary

evaporation presents in all intervals of rainfall, and the

slope, intercept and d-excess do not present an increasing

trend with the increase of rainfall.

In the southwest monsoon region during rainy seasons,

the slope, intercept, and d-excess simultaneously change

clearly when its rainfall reaches 50–110 and 130–200 mm.

In addition, when the d-excess is high after 200 mm with an

average of 15.65, and the rainfall is less than 200 mm during

rainy seasons, southwest monsoon region is affected by

secondary evaporation, and the slope, intercept, and d-ex-

cess do not present an increasing trend with the increase in

rainfall. The slope, intercept, and d-excess of dry season in

southwest monsoon region show no obvious synchronous

changes at all range of rainfall, only in sub-range of

15–25 mm, over 80 mm and individual intervals, they show

synchronous changes, indicating that the southwest mon-

soon region during dry seasons has sub-cloud secondary

evaporation at all precipitation intervals, and there is no

relationship between rainfall and sub-cloud secondary

evaporation. In addition to the secondary evaporation, local

moisture supplies are also involved in the water cycle. When

rainfall is 0–10 mm, the slope, intercept, and d-excess value

are lower, indicating that small rainfall event in the region is

affected by strong sub-cloud secondary evaporation. Most

values of the slope, intercept, and d-excess of 10–40 mm are

significantly lower than that when the rainfall exceeding

40 mm, showing that landing raindrops are influenced

greater by secondary evaporation at the previous stage than

that of the later stage. We found that the slope in Tengchong

in rainy season is greater than dry season in observed data in

the southwest monsoon region, while the intercept of rainy

season is less than dry season, and this difference is not

obvious. With the rainfall decreased, the slope and intercept

of dD–d18O also decreased; meanwhile, the small rainfall

Table 4 Parameters of the

local meteoric water line in the

north and south of the southeast

monsoon region in different

periods

Slope Intercept d-excess R2

The north region during rainy reason 6.861 -1.709 6.77 0.872

The north region during dry reason 7.324 4.603 11.22 0.943

The south region during rainy reason 7.700 6.713 8.74 0.930

The south region during dry reason 7.163 8.052 11.00 0.874
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events are more strongly influenced by sub-cloud secondary

evaporation in the landing process and have stronger isotope

kinetic fractionation effect. In heavy rainfall, the isotope

fractionation caused by sub-cloud secondary evaporation is

relatively small (Li et al. 2013).

It is concluded that in the northwest arid region and the

dry season of monsoon region, when rainfall is small, the

slope, intercept, and d-excess of correlation equation of

dD–d18O are relatively small, and they are strongly affec-

ted by sub-cloud secondary evaporation. Affected by con-

tinental climate, the air is dry in the northwest arid region

and the dry season of monsoon region with low rainfall,

and the precipitation almost comes from surface water

vapor cycle, so in light rainfall, with the increasing of

rainfall, evaporation becomes stronger, and the local

moisture water supplies cover the sub-cloud secondary

evaporation. During heavy rainfall, the slope and intercept

change are relative disordered with higher d-excess, and

sub-cloud secondary evaporation is weak at this moment.

In addition to the larger or sustained rainfall conditions in

the rainy season of monsoon region, where atmospheric

moisture content is gradually close to saturated, the vapor

pressure becomes larger, the secondary evaporation almost

non-existent, and the slope and intercept of rainfall

increase gradually and tend to be stable. At this time, the

isotopic composition of rainfall is similar to the composi-

tion of the water vapor in the initial ocean. Except this

period, between the intensity of rainfall and secondary

evaporation, no relationship can be observed. By compar-

ison, the observed data in every region show a better reg-

ularity. They all have common characteristics that with the

rainfall decrease, the slope and intercept of dD–d18O also

decrease. The small rainfall events are more strongly

influenced by sub-cloud secondary evaporation in the

landing process but in heavy rainfall, the isotope frac-

tionation caused by sub-cloud secondary evaporation is

relatively small (Meng and Liu 2010; Li et al. 2013; Chen

et al. 2015; Wang 2015).

The influence of temperature

The collected rainfall isotope data are grouped according to

the range of the temperature and analyze the correlation of

dD–d18O at each sub-range (Fig. 6; Table 5).

When the temperature is less than 20 �C in the northwest

arid region, the slope, intercept, and d-excess are higher and

their synchronous changes are not obvious, and the charac-

teristics of secondary evaporation are not strong. When the

temperature exceeds 20 �C, the slope, intercept, and d-ex-

cess have almost low values with more slightly change.

Under the circumstances that the range of temperature is

between 23 and 30 �C, the slope, intercept, and d-excess

change synchronously, showing a strong secondary

evaporation effect within this range, but the phenomenon

does not show the secondary evaporation strengthening

significantly with temperature increasing, which may be

affected by the mutual influence of other factors (Pang et al.

2011). According to measured data, the temperature had an

effect on the secondary evaporation in Lanzhou city and

surrounding area and in Tianshan, except when the tem-

perature is less than 0 �C (snow events). With temperature

increase, data above the freezing point showed a gradual

decreasing trend in the d-excess value, slope, and intercept

of the dD–d18O correlation equation (Chen et al. 2015;

Wang 2015).

The slope, intercept, and d-excess synchronous changes

are not obvious on entire piecewise interval of temperature

during the dry season in the north of the southeast monsoon

region, and the simultaneous changes appear only when

temperature reaches -23 to -4 and -2 to 2 �C, and when

the temperature exceeding 8 �C. When the temperature is

less than 5 �C, the slope, intercept, and d-excess are rela-

tively high, and the secondary evaporation is relatively

weak; while the temperature exceeds 5 �C, the changes are

opposite. Similarly, there is no more intense sub-cloud

secondary evaporation with the increase in temperature

within this range. In the north of the southeast monsoon

region during the rainy season, when the temperature is in

8–14 and 19–24 �C, and some individual sub-ranges, the

slope, intercept, and d-excess change synchronously. With

the increase in temperature, the changes of the slope and

intercept are relatively disordered. In addition, if over

20 �C, the d-excess is low.

The temperature is relatively high in the south of the

southeast monsoon region during the dry season, basically

above 0 �C. When the temperature reaches 1–11 �C, the

slope, intercept, and d-excess reduce simultaneously with

the temperature increasing. There is a good correlation

relation between secondary evaporation and the tempera-

ture, and with the increase in the temperature, the sub-

cloud secondary evaporation is gradually intense. When

temperature is between 11 and 20 �C, the changes of the

slope, intercept, and d-excess are relatively disordered,

while in 20–24 �C, the slope, intercept, and d-excess

change synchronously, showing a variation of tooth shape

distribution, which indicates that there exists sub-cloud

secondary evaporation in this stage. In the south of the

southeast monsoon region during the rainy season, the

slope, intercept, and d-excess are higher when temperature

is less than 20 �C, and the slope and d-excess change fewer

when temperature is greater than 20 �C, with slope basi-

cally remains at around 7.726 and d-excess remains at

about 8.46.

In the southwest monsoon region during the dry season

when temperature is in 3–8 �C, the slope, intercept, and

d-excess are high, and the secondary evaporation is weak.
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In 8–14 �C, the slope, intercept, and d-excess change

fewer, and the three factors all change synchronously in

some sub-ranges, indicating the existence of sub-cloud

secondary evaporation. Below 14 �C, the slope, intercept,

and d-excess change synchronously and relatively large,

while some values are low, indicating that sub-cloud sec-

ondary evaporation is relatively intense in this temperature

range accompanied by other effects interacting (such as

local moisture supply). The slope, intercept, and d-excess

show a trend of synchronization in the southwest monsoon

region during rainy season only in the individual interval of

temperature (16–18, 20–23 �C). When the temperature is

less than 28 �C, the d-excess is high and secondary evap-

oration effect exists, but it is relatively weak. When tem-

perature is higher than 28 �C, there are all display low

values with the strong secondary evaporation although the

slope, intercept, and d-excess show no obvious syn-

chronous changes.

It is concluded that apart from the north of the southeast

monsoon region during rainy season, the secondary evap-

oration influenced by temperature has an acquirable regu-

larity in the rest areas. In the northwest arid region, the dry

season of the north of the southeast monsoon region, rainy

season of the south of the southeast monsoon region and

southwest monsoon region, the sub-cloud secondary

evaporation is more intense in high temperature compared

with low temperature, and the influence is not obvious in

low temperature or there exists secondary evaporation, but

its influence is quite weak. In the dry season in the south of

the southeast monsoon region, the secondary evaporation

shows a good correlation relation with temperature when

the temperature is lower than 11 �C, and it gradually

becomes more intense with the increase in temperature.

In addition, the sub-cloud secondary evaporation is most

intense with the value of the slope, intercept, and d-excess

extremely low in 11 �C. When temperature exceeding

11 �C, the sub-cloud secondary evaporation shows the

same phenomenon with the northwest arid region. The

relationship between temperature and the slope of corre-

lation equation of dD–d18O is not clear in the north of the

southeast monsoon region during rainy season. Generally,

the effect of temperature on the northwest arid region and

the monsoon region in dry season is more than the mon-

soon rainy season, and on rainfall events, data are more

than monthly average data. For rainfall events data, with

temperature increase, the d-excess, slope and intercept of

the dD–d18O gradually decrease, and sub-cloud secondary

evaporation gradually increases in LanZhou and TianShan

(Table 5).

The influence of atmospheric vapor pressure

Studies have shown that the atmospheric water vapor has

less affect on the slope and intercept in snow samples and a

greater impact on a small sample of rainfall (Meng and Liu,

2010). According to the difference of vapor pressure range,

we have grouped the samples about snowfall, rainfall iso-

topic sample and less than 10 mm of rainfall, and analyzed

the influence on slope and intercept in atmospheric

waterline of the equation caused by vapor pressure.

Table 5 Observed data

parameter values which isotopic

characteristics affected by

temperature in some regions

Regions Temperature (�C) Number of samples d-excess (%) dD-d18O

Slope Intercept (%) R2

Northwest arid region

LanZhou T B 0 47 10.843 7.97 10.519 0.964

0\T B 5 18 17.569 7.61 14.913 0.926

5\T B 10 44 16.363 7.54 12.853 0.956

10\T B 15 103 10.584 7.64 8.379 0.962

15\T B 20 161 7.72 7.31 3.609 0.938

20\T B 25 40 1.409 6.99 -2.656 0.888

T[ 25 7 -0.745 6.94 -7.988 0.79

TianShan T\ 0 206 9.3 7.97 7.25 0.96

0 B T\ 10 183 14.7 7.52 6.20 0.96

10 B T\ 20 517 11.0 6.60 -0.46 0.88

T C 20 146 -0.9 5.66 -8.27 0.87

ZhangYe T B 0 8 9.24 6.18 -26.094 0.813

0\T B 10 11 8.94 5.122 -23.076 0.734

10\T B 15 9 12.04 8.827 22.149 0.516

15\T B 20 38 8.87 9.003 26.219 0.458

T[ 20 7 2.32 4.909 -21.855 0.523
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It can be concluded that a small change showed in the

snow samples and a large change showed in rainfall range

of 0–10 mm. The change of the slope, intercept, and

d-excess affected by the vapor pressure in northwest arid

region, and dry season of monsoon region is greater than

that in rainy season (Table 6; Fig. 7), mainly because the

air is dry in the northwest arid region and the dry season

of monsoon region, which has lower moisture content and

relative humidity influenced by continental air masses, as

well as the vapor pressure is too far to reach the saturation

condition, so the evaporation is intense. The reason why

there are a fewer changes in snow samples is that some

Table 6 Biggest rangeability of the slope under the influence of vapor pressure in different regions

The biggest rangeability

of the slope

Northwest

arid region

The southeast monsoon region The southwest monsoon region

The north of the region The north of the region Dry reason Rainy reason

Dry reason Rainy reason Dry reason Rainy reason

Rain sample 30.43 23.04 11.28 23.02 9.17 29.17 12.63

0–10 mm rain sample 58.73 116.09 40.03 35.39 – 129.11 –

Snow sample 12.33 18.72 – – – – –
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snow changes from a solid directly into gas by sublima-

tion as landing. The process has little effect on snow

isotopic composition, and its isotope characteristics

remain at the bottom of the clouds (d2H, d18O, d-excess,

etc.). Through the further analysis, we can find the facts

that under the larger or sustained rainfall conditions, the

atmospheric moisture content is gradually close to

saturated, and vapor pressure becomes larger under the

influence of vapor pressure change. At this time, the

secondary evaporation becomes weaker and fractionation

effect is also weakened caused by the imbalance of

evaporation, leading to the slope and intercept increase

and gradually stabilize (Meng and Liu 2010). In a word,

the change of atmospheric water vapor pressure has little

Table 7 Biggest rangeability of the slope under the influence of humidity in different regions

The biggest rangeability

of the slope

Northwest

arid region

The southeast monsoon region The southwest monsoon region

The north of the region The north of the region Dry reason Rainy reason

Dry reason Rainy reason Dry reason Rainy reason

Rain sample 7.2 37.41 4.83 6.04 9.98 12.63 8.09

0-10 mm rain sample 15.96 39 49 62.29 – 79.67 –

Snow sample 18 12.4 – – – – –
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effect on the slope, intercept, and d-excess of the snow

samples, while they have larger influence on the rainfall

samples. The effect of small rainfall events is the most

intense. The relatively larger influences are in the north-

west arid region and the dry season of the monsoon

region, while the influences are tiny in the rainy season.

This conclusion in the observed data has been further

verified (Chen et al. 2015; Wang 2015).

The influence of relative humidity

The results show that in addition to the northwest arid

region and the north of the southeast monsoon region

during dry season, the rest of the slope, intercept, and

d-excess in the area has significant regularity with the

relative humidity change (Table 7; Fig. 8). When the

relative humidity is more than 50 % in the southwest

monsoon region in all season and the north of the

southeast monsoon region during rainy season and more

than 70 % in the south of the southeast monsoon region

during dry season, the slope, intercept, and d-excess are

showing a rising regularity with the relative humidity

increasing. While the change of the slope is slight in this

time and the maximum variation amplitude is 12.63,

8.09, 4.83, and 6.04 %, respectively. When the relative

humidity is more than 70 % during the rainy season in

the south of the southeast monsoon region, the changes of

the slope, intercept, and d-excess are tiny, and the slope

of the variation is 1.32 %. The above conclusion indi-

cates that when the relative humidity is high, there is a

good correlation relation between the relative humidity

and the secondary evaporation. With the relative

humidity increasing, water vapor pressure gradually

tends to saturation, the slope, intercept, and d-excess of

correlation equation of dD–d18O increase gradually and

tend to be stable, and the sub-cloud secondary evapora-

tion is gradually weakens. The extent of this impact is

very weak, because the secondary evaporation at high

relative humidity is the smaller. In the northwest arid

region and the north of the southeast monsoon region

during dry season, air is relatively dry and humidity is

low, and the slope, intercept, and d-excess variable dis-

order. The maximum slope variation amplitude are 7.2

and 37.41 %, performing that when relative humidity is

relatively low, its influence on slope, intercept, and

d-excess is not obvious. In other words, in the northwest

arid region and the north of the southeast monsoon region

during the dry season, water vapor pressure is not suffi-

cient to saturated state because of its low relative

humidity, and the relative humidity has little influence on

sub-cloud secondary evaporation during landing. Further

study for the northwest arid region found that, when the

relative humidity is high, with the increase in relative

humidity, the slope, intercept, and d-excess have shown a

sustained increase. Analyzing all monthly average sam-

ples of rainfall for 0–10 mm, we can observe that the

slope, intercept, and d-excess change largely with no

significant correlation relation between relative humidity,

only showing rainfall has more intense sub-cloud sec-

ondary evaporation in this range, while the influence of

relative humidity cannot be observed. For observed

samples, the relative humidity had a small influence on

the slope, intercept, and d-excess in snow. During light

rainfall, the slope, intercept, and d-excess were greatly

influenced by the relative humidity, and it increases with

the increase in humidity tending to be the corresponding

parameter values for snow samples.

Conclusions

1. Changes of the secondary evaporation effect are

obvious in northwest arid areas and southeast mon-

soon region seasonal, strong in summer and weak in

winter.

2. There is a strong secondary evaporation effect when

rainfalls are less in both northwest arid areas and

monsoon region in dry seasons. In addition, no

relationship between the rainfall and the sub-cloud

secondary evaporation can be observed.

3. Apart from the northern areas of southeast monsoon

region during the rainy season, the evaporation effect

at high temperature is more intense than that at low

temperature in the rest areas. In northwest arid areas

and in dry season of the northern areas of southeast

monsoon region, the high temperature has stronger

advantages than in rainy season of the south areas

(southern southeast monsoon region and southwest

monsoon region rainy season) and weakest in dry

season of the southern region (southern southeast

monsoon region and southwest monsoon region dry

season). In addition to southeast monsoon region in the

south during the dry season when the temperature is

less than 11 �C, the secondary evaporation effect does

not strengthen with the increasing temperature under

other conditions.

4. The change of atmospheric water vapor pressure has

little effect on the slope, intercept, and d-excess of the

snow samples, while it has great influence on rainfalls.

The impact on small rainfall events is the strongest. In

addition, it affects northwest arid areas and monsoon

season of drought more strongly, while it is opposite in

rainy season.

5. In monsoon rainy season and the dry season of the

south regions, when the relative humidity is high, the

secondary evaporation effect weakens gradually with
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the increasing of relative humidity, and there is no

obvious correlation between secondary evaporation

effect and relative humidity in northwest arid areas

and southeast monsoon area during dry season in

north.
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